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A vision in the stars tell of a new Keyblade Wielder, so Sora and friends travel to where the weilder lives,
Amity Park. Meanwhile, a new enemy is growing stronger. DPKH Crossover. R&R Please
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Kingdom Hearts

Keyblade Wielder of Souls

Chapter 00: Prologue: The Secret Report of Ansem the Wise

�&I decided to review the data obtained at my basement lab. That is when I discovered the �Ansem
Reports.� Though they bore my name, the only one I had written was #0. Apparently he had gone to pen
numbers 1 through 8 himself. Yes � the first subject of my foolish experiments.�

 �Interesting.�

 It was another day in the Ghost Zone. It looked like it always did, with the exception of a mysterious
white cloaked figure. The figure was looking through what seem like a journal of some sort.

 �In the �Ansem Reports� my apprentice Xehanort had written under his name, I found the records of his
hideous experiments along with his hypothesis about the door that had appeared out of the darkness in
my basement.�

 �It seemed he discovered what had happened, yet I wonder why he did nothing.�

The cloaked figure flipped through the pages, closely examining each one with intense concentration.
Six white portals began to form around him, with similar looking figures, though armor was visible,
appearing out of each portal. They began to listen to the first white cloaked figure.

�I became familiar with an unusual �entity� while pursuing the truth. It is the soul and body that remain
when a being losses its heart. When a Heartless is born, these entities disappear from the realm of light,
to be reborn as entirely new beings in a completely different realm.�



�Ha!� sneered the first cloaked figure. The other cloaked figures joined in laughing at this statement. The
first cloaked figure unzipped his cloak to reveal his armor underneath. He then looked towards his fellow
cloaked figures.

�That fool believed that both the body and the soul combined became a Nobody! He was wrong. The
shell of the body becomes a Nobody, while the soul&the soul would linger on, immortal, as a ghost!�
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Chapter 01: It Is Happening Again

 A large tower came into view as the Highwind, piloted by King Mickey, drew closer towards it. The King
had received a message from his former mentor, Yen Sid, summoning his majesty.

 As he landed the Highwind, the King wondered what Yen Sid wanted. Could it be that the Heartless and
the Nobodies were once again becoming a threat? King Mickey shuddered at the thought, though he
knew that it was only a matter of time until their numbers grew large again.

 The King had walked up the stairs, getter ever closer to his mentor. He finally reached the top floor, and
entered.

 The King looked around to find his mentor staring outside the window. The King walked towards the old
wizard and then stopped right next to him. �You summoned me, Master Yen Sid?� said King Mickey,
staring at his old mentor.

 Yen Sid nodded slowly and looked in his majesty�s direction. �Indeed, I did,� he spoke, looking back
outside and pointing towards the stars, �look.� King Mickey looked in the direction his mentor was
pointing at.

 The King saw that a bright star was fading in and out, as shooting stars crisscrossed over it. It didn�t
take long for his majesty to figure out what was going on. He looked back at Yen Sid and replied, �It�s
happening again?�

 �Indeed,� replied Yen Sid as he looked at King Mickey, �A new Keyblade Wielder.�
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